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Question 2 

 

Data is a data processing company.  Data’s business depends on the operation of 
several large computers.  Data decided to employ an outside company to provide 
computer maintenance and service.  Data’s president and other corporate officers met 
with the president of Reboot to discuss a computer service agreement.  The next day 
Reboot faxed its standard form contract to Data.  The contract reads as follows: 
 

Client hereby agrees to purchase computer maintenance services from Reboot 
at a cost of $2,000 per month.  Reboot hereby agrees to provide up to ten hours 
of service per month, with additional hours payable at $300 per hour.  Reboot 
further agrees that it will provide same-day service in response to every service 
request.  This agreement shall expire one year from the date on which it is made.  
In the event that Client fails to make a payment required under this agreement, 
80 per cent of the entire remaining balance under the agreement shall become 
immediately due and payable. 
 

Data signed and returned the contract and made the first $2,000 payment.  During the 
first month of the agreement, Data made two service requests.  Both requests were 
received by Reboot at 9:00 a.m.  In each case Reboot personnel arrived at Data’s 
offices at noon and quickly fixed the problem.  In both instances Data’s president 
complained about the delay but was told it was an unusually busy day.  After the second 
service call, Data sent a fax to Reboot stating that Data would make no further 
payments under the contract.  (Data later hired a different service company.)  Reboot 
then sent a letter to Data demanding $17,600, representing 80 per cent of the remaining 
balance.  When Data refused to pay, Reboot filed a lawsuit.   

 
The president of Data claims that during the initial meeting with Reboot’s president, she 
told him that it was absolutely crucial that Reboot respond to service requests within 
one hour.  She says that Reboot’s president told the group, “I understand.  If you sign up 
with us, I promise we’ll be there within an hour.”   
 
Under what theory or theories might Reboot bring a lawsuit against Data, what 
defense(s), if any, can Data assert, and which party is likely to prevail?  Discuss. 
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Answer A to Question 2 

 

REBOOT V. DATA 

 

Common Law v. UCC 

The UCC will apply to all transactions for the sale of goods, which are tangible, 

movable, and identifiable items of personal property.  The common law will apply to all 

other contracts. 

 

The contract between Reboot and Data was for the service of maintaining Data’s 

equipment.  It is not for the sale of goods, and therefore the common law will apply to 

this contract. 

 

FORMATION 

A contract will be formed when both parties reach mutual assent, consisting of a valid 

offer being given a valid acceptance, supported by consideration. 

 

Offer 

An outward manifestation of present contractual intent communicated in clear and 

definite terms to the offeree, in such a manner as to create in the offeree a reasonable 

expectation that the offeror intends to enter into a contract. 

 

When Reboot faxed a standard form contract to Data, Reboot will argue that it made a 

valid offer.  The fax manifested present contractual intent, since Data could have 

reasonably interpreted it as inviting acceptance, and that such acceptance would form a 

contract. 

 

Further, Reboot’s fax contained the following definite terms: 

 

Quantity:  10 hours per month, plus additional hours as needed. 

Time for Performance:  Over the following year. 

Identity of the Parties:  Data and Reboot. 
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Price:  $2,000 per month, or $300/hour for additional services. 

Subject Matter:  Maintenance of Data’s computer systems. 

 

All of the required terms being specified, the court will determine that Reboot’s fax was 

sufficiently definite.  It will therefore hold that Reboot made a valid offer to Data. 

 

Acceptance 

An outward manifestation of unequivocal assent to the terms of an offer. 

 

The facts state that Data signed the fax sent by Reboot, and sent it back.  In addition, 

Data paid the initial $2,000.  Both actions manifested unequivocal assent to Reboot’s 

terms, and therefore the court will hold that Data validly accepted Reboot’s offer. 

 

Consideration 

A bargained-for exchange of legal value, in which both parties incur a legal detriment 

and gain a legal benefit. 

 

Reboot would suffer the legal detriment of providing at least 10 hours of service to Data 

each month, but would gain the legal benefit of $2,000 per month. 

 

Data would suffer the legal detriment of paying $2,000 per month but would gain the 

legal benefit of receiving Reboot’s services. 

 

Since both parties understood what they were giving up as the price for what they 

received, there is a bargained-for exchange. 

 

Thus, the court will find valid consideration to support this contract. 
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DEFENSES TO FORMATION 

Parol Evidence Rule 

Statements, whether written or oral, which are made prior to or contemporaneously with 

the formation of a contract cannot vary or alter the terms of an integrated contract. 

 

Data will attempt to enter evidence of Reboot’s prior oral agreement that they would 

arrive at Data’s location within one hour of each request. 

 

Reboot will contend that the contract was fully integrated, and therefore Data’s evidence 

should not be admitted, because it would vary or contradict the term in the offer stating 

that Reboot would only supply “one-day service”, without specifying the lapse of time. 

 

The court’s decision will therefore turn on whether Reboot’s offer constituted an 

integration. 

 

Under the traditional “face of the instrument” rule, Reboot’s offer would be considered an 

integration if it reasonably appeared to be an integration within the “four corners” of the 

document.  Thus, since the document gives no indication that any other terms existed, 

Reboot would probably succeed in showing an integration under this test. 

 

Under the Williston “Reasonable Man” approach, parol evidence will be admitted if a 

reasonable person would not have included the term in the contract.  Here, it appears 

likely that a reasonable person would have placed this term in the contract, so Reboot 

would prevail. 

 

However, under the majority any relevant evidence rule, any evidence may be admitted 

to determine whether the contract was an integration.  Since the contract does not 

specify that it was limited, the court would accept Data’s evidence, and find that the 

contract was not integrated as to that term. 

 

In addition, Data could probably successfully argue that the evidence would explain the 

ambiguous statement in the offer, explaining what “same-day service” actually meant. 
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Therefore, under majority rule Data’s evidence will probably be admitted. 

 

Unconscionability 

Where a contract or a term within a contract is unconscionable, the court may refuse to 

enforce it. 

 

Data may argue that requiring a payment of 80% of the remaining balance for the year 

for breach is an unconscionable term.  However, since this was only one term, not the 

entire purpose of the contract, it will not render the entire contract unenforceable. 

 

However, if the court considers the 80% payment term to be unconscionable, it could be 

stricken from the contract and not enforced. 

 

CONDITIONS 

An act or event not certain to occur, which if excused or satisfied gives rise to or 

extinguishes a duty to tender performance. 

 

Condition Precedent – Payment of $2,000 per Month 

Reboot’s duty to perform the contractual services was conditioned on Data’s payment for 

each month.  In regards to the first month, Data did pay, and therefore Reboot’s duty to 

perform its obligations arose. 

 

This condition upon Reboot’s performance was therefore fully satisfied. 

 

BREACH 

An unjustified failure to perform a contractual obligation. 

 

Data will contend that Reboot is in breach of contract, because it responded three hours 

after each one of Data’s requests for help.  As discussed supra, evidence concerning 

the parties’ prior agreement as to response time will probably be admissible. 
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As a result, Data will show that it had specifically told Reboot that a one-hour response 

time was “crucial”.  Time was therefore of the essence in this contract.  Reboot’s failure to 

arrive at Data’s center on time will therefore constitute a material breach of contract, 

because a time of the essence clause is always a material term. 

 

Therefore, if the evidence is admitted, Data’s refusal to perform was justified, since 

Reboot was in major breach.  In this case, Reboot would be entitled to no remedies. 

 

Anticipatory Repudiation 

An unequivocal refusal to perform contractual obligations. 

 

However, if the court does not accept Data’s evidence, Reboot can argue that Data 

anticipatorily repudiated the contract.  Data sent a fax to Reboot stating the they would 

make no further payments under the contract. 

 

This was an unequivocal refusal to perform.  Therefore, if the court does not admit 

evidence concerning the time-is-of-the-essence clause, Data could be found in breach 

of the contract.  This breach would be major, since payment was a material term of 

Reboot and Data’s agreement. 

 

REMEDIES 

Liquidated Damages 

A liquidated damages clause will be enforced if exact damages are difficult to calculate, 

and if the nature of the clause is not penal. 

 

If the court finds that Data breached the contract, Reboot will contend that it should 

recover $17,600 as 80% of the remaining contract price, as provided in the contract. 

 

The court will probably find that this was a liquidated damages clause, since it is 

designed to compensate Reboot for Data’s breach.  In this case, it is unclear what 

damages Reboot would suffer as a result of the loss of the contract. 
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However, the court will probably find that Reboot’s clause was simply penal, and was 

not based on any estimate of Reboot’s actual damages.  Calling for 80% of the contract 

price when only 1/12th of the contracted services were provided would constitute a 

penalty, not compensation. 

 

Therefore, Reboot’s liquidated damage clause would probably not be enforced. 

 

General Expectation Damages 

If Data is found in breach of contract, Reboot could seek recovery for loss of 

expectancy.  However, Reboot would be required to mitigate its damages by seeking 

another contract.  If it does so, it could possibly recover damages for the difference in 

contract price between their new contract and their contract with Data. 

 

However, as discussed supra, Data’s parol evidence will probably be admissible.  

Therefore, Data’s refusal to continue to perform would be justified, and they would not 

be liable for breach of contract. 

 

Data is therefore most likely to prevail. 
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Answer B to Question 2 

 

Reboot v. Data 

 

What law governs? 

Contracts where the subject matter is services are governed by common law. 

 

Here, since the subject matter is “computer maintenance”, a service, the common law 

rules apply. 

 

Does the contract need to be in writing? 

Contracts which by their terms cannot be performed within one year must be evidenced 

by a writing to be enforceable under the statute of frauds. 

 

Here, the contract between R and D is set to “expire within one year from the date on 

which it is made” and would therefore have to be evidenced by a writing. 

 

Here, the standard form R faxed to D would be a valid writing to evidence the intent of 

the parties to contract since it contains subject matter:  Computer maintenance repair by 

R and a price ($2,000 per month) and D “signed” the agreement.  Therefore there is a 

writing to evidence this contract which satisfies the Statute of Frauds. 

 

Valid Contract? 

In order for there to be a valid contract there must be a valid offer, acceptance, 

consideration and lack of formation defenses.  Each is discussed  below. 

 

Preliminary Negotiations –  

 

Here, the facts state that R met with D to discuss a computer service agreement. 

 

This would be valid preliminary negotiations since no specific terms are mentioned. 
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Offer 

An offer is the manifestation of present contractual intent by the offeror to an identified 

offeree with certain and definite terms. 

 

Here, R’s fax manifests R’s intent to be bound by the terms of the offer. 

 

Here, R had communicated the offer by faxing it to D. 

 

Here, there are specific terms including: 

Price - $2,000 per month 

Subject Matter – Computer repair maintenance by R 

Parties – R and P 

Time of Performance – 10 hours per month, same day service 

Time of Payment – Monthly payment by D to R. 

 

Therefore, R has made a valid offer to D. 

 

Acceptance 

An acceptance is an unequivocal assent by the offeree to the terms of the offer; at 

common law the acceptance must be the mirror image of the offer to be valid 

acceptance. 

 

Here, D has made a valid acceptance since she “signed and returned the contract”.  

Under the mailbox rule, D’s acceptance was effective upon dispatch. 

 

Consideration 

A legally bargained-for exchange which induces current performance, a legal detriment 

to the promisee, and a binding obligation on both parties. 

  

Here, there is adequate consideration since D receives a benefit of R’s services for a 

detriment of 2000 USD per month while R receives the benefit of 2000 USD per month 
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and suffers a detriment of performing repair work.  Also, each party sought after and 

bargained for the other’s promise. 

 

Therefore this contract is supported by valid consideration. 

 

Defenses to formation 

 

Here, there would be no defenses to formation; we have a valid contract.  Next we will 

look at the terms of the contract. 

 

Terms of the Contract 

 

Parol Evidence Rule 

The parol evidence rule prevents any prior or contemporaneous written or oral 

agreements from being admitted [to] the contract where it contradicts a fully integrated 

term found in the contract. 

 

Here, D’s admission that R “promise we’ll be there in an hour” would appear to be barred 

since it contradicts an integrated term in the contract which states “it will provide same 

day service.”  D will only be able to display this information if the court determines that 

the term “same day service” is ambiguous and the contemporaneous oral statement 

would be permitted to help interpret the ambiguous term. 

 

Conclusion:  It is likely that the court will allow the evidence of prior oral agreement 

since the term “same day service” is ambiguous on its face. 

 

Condition 

A condition is an event not certain to occur which determines whether a duty arises or is 

extinguished.  A condition can be express, implied, or constructive. 
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Condition Precedent  

A condition precedent is a future event not certain to occur which creates a duty of 

performance for one party. 

 

Here, the condition precedent to D’s obligation to pay would be R’s timely service. 

 

Excused Condition – Anticipatory Repudiation 

A party who unequivocally states to the other party that they will not tender performance 

owed is said to have anticipatorily repudiated the agreement which allows the 

nonrepudiating party to: 

1.  Treat the repudiation as a breach, suspend their own performance, and sue for  

damages. 

2.  Ignore the repudiation and encourage performance. 

3.  Wait for [when] the time of performance is due and then sue for damages. 

 

Here, D’s fax “stating that D would make no further payments under the contract” is an 

anticipatory repudiation which would allow for R to suspend performance without 

incurring liability for breach and sue for damages immediately, which R does by “filing a 

lawsuit” when D “refused to pay.” 

 

Duty 

R owes D a duty to perform timely same day service and R owes a duty to pay 2000 

USD per month for R’s maintenance work. 

 

Discharge of duty 

 

Frustration of Purpose 

Duties under a contract are discharged where there is the occurrence of an event, 

unforeseeable at the time of formation, which frustrates the purpose of the contract and 

the purpose of the contract is known to both parties. 
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Here, D will argue that it required the computers that R serviced to be in working order 

because D is a data processing company and that R’s inability to tender service within 

an hour of notice frustrates the purpose of their agreement.  Conversely R will counter 

that the terms of the contract call for same day service and that R had complied with 

this requirement because [in] each case R personnel arrived at D’s offices at noon and 

quickly fixed the problem. 

 

Therefore, unless D is successful in showing that the intent of the parties was service in 

one hour as discussed above, D would not be able to discharge her duties due to 

frustration of purpose. 

 

Breach 

A party to a contract’s unexcused failure to tender or perform an absolute duty owed to 

the other party. 

 

Here, D is in breach of its contractual duty to [perform] by failing to pay R its monthly 

payment of 2000 USD because they have a valid contract which requires such 

payments on the part of D, and R has tendered performance. 

 

Conclusion - 

D has breached its contract by failing to pay R, and R can now seek damages. 

 

Liquidated Damage Clause for R? 

Liquidated Damages clauses are enforceable if the damages are difficult to predict at 

the time of formation and are not unreasonably disproportionate and are not a penalty. 

 

Here, it is unlikely the court will enforce the LDC because damages could be reasonably 

determined since R’s hourly rate is $200 per hour for the first ten hours and $300 after 

the first ten hours.  Additionally, the term “80 percent of the entire remaining balance 

under the agreement shall become immediately [payable]” appears to penalize D for the 

breach and would produce a windfall for R.  This is especially so since R only rendered 

services for one month. 
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Therefore, it appears as though the court would not likely enforce this clause due to its 

penalizing D instead of an accurate measure of the harm suffered by R as a result of 

the breach. 

 

Compensatory Damages 

A nonbreaching party is entitled to damages that give the party the benefit of the 

bargain (expectation damages). 

 

Here, R would be entitled to seek the benefit of the bargain, or, if that is found to be 

speculative, at minimum be reimbursed for the incidental costs incurred as the potential 

cost of any marketing required to attract another customer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


